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 ive made is here, im sure you will find it quite interesting to watch, thanks for the likes and sharing my masterpiece! i would
love to hear your feedback on it, that’s why i make them and i put them here for free. enjoy! if you find this

helpful/interesting/worthwhile i would love it if you could subscribe to my blog :) it would really help me out a lot. thank you!
The three stooges 1080p movie i made is here, im sure you will find it quite interesting to watch, thanks for the likes and

sharing my masterpiece! i would love to hear your feedback on it, that’s why i make them and i put them here for free. enjoy!
Last night was a great night of fun and fellowship. A group of volunteers from my church joined me and two other ladies from
church to host a game night for some of the neighborhood kids. It was a blast! Thank you so much to everyone who came, and

for putting in the time and effort to organize it! Thank you everyone for watching and being so supportive! I’ve also been getting
lots of messages from people thanking me for making this, many asking for my personal links to the free gifs and videos I have,
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which I will make a post soon ? Thanks again! Subscribe to my blog Enter your email address to subscribe to this blog and
receive notifications of new posts by email. Join 4,653 other subscribers Email Address Hello! My name is Zohar. I believe that
God calls all of us to live and be active in the world, to make a difference, to "do" good. With that in mind, I write about topics

that interest me, and that are related to the call I have received. If you want to know more about me, click here. You can also get
in touch with me directly at zohar@gotevo.org. Thank you for stopping by. Donations I invite you to donate to the ministry

through Paypal. The Give to Gotevo campaign is set up to encourage people to give directly through PayPal, as it is quick and
easy. If you do not wish to use PayPal, 82157476af
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